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PRESENTATION
Cirque du Soleil ™ is an international company from Quebec dedicated to the creation,
production and distribution of artistic works. Our mission is to invoke the imagination,
provoke the senses and evoke people’s emotions. Ever since it has had the resources to
follow its dreams and to present shows around the world, Cirque du Soleil has chosen
to be involved in communities, and, more particularly, with youth at risk. Currently
focusing its attention on more global issues such as the fight against poverty,
the Global Citizenship Service of Cirque du Soleil, in collaboration with its partners,
is involved in nearly 80 communities worldwide.
The beginning of the 1990s saw the emergence of the idea of creating an intervention
approach by using circus arts as an educational alternative to help at-risk youth, an
approach that today has come to be known as social circus. As part of this trend, Cirque
du Soleil and the international cooperation agency Jeunesse du Monde set up the
Cirque du Monde™ program, offering its first workshops in 1995. By 2009, more than
50 communities spread over five continents were involved in this program.
Over the last 15 years, social circus has met with ever increasing acceptance. We are
now witnessing a profusion of initiatives aimed at different groups facing a wide range
of problems, from youth with mental health problems, women survivors of violence, prison
inmates and refugees to the physically disabled. These projects are attracting growing
interest from more traditional sectors, such as education, mental health and the courts,
which see them as a creative and dynamic form of social intervention. Finally, the
academic community, through their various university research groups, is also showing
interest in exploring and building a knowledge base around this emerging approach.
In an effort to assist and abet this development, Cirque du Soleil created a social circus
training program in 2000 aimed at circus instructors and community workers. Since the
beginning of the program, these training courses have enabled hundreds of instructors
and community workers to familiarize themselves with the social circus approach.
Faced with such widespread interest and in response to the many expressed needs of
our collaborators and partners, it became necessary to provide trainers, community
workers and instructors with training material suited to the expanding role of social circus.
This guide is part of a new series of educational tools to enable the numerous organizations
interested in social circus to benefit from the expertise developed by Cirque du Soleil
and its partners over the last 15 years.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this guide is to offer community workers, regardless of which organization
and social environment they work in, a specific tool adapted to the social circus particular
intervention context. This document is a summary of social circus approach as well as a
practical guide, and will help community workers with the fundamentals and guiding
principles of this mode of intervention, as well as support them in organizing, planning
and evaluating social circus sessions and workshops. We hope that it will help community workers from all over the world to discover and adopt this innovative approach, to
have a better understanding of their role and thus to improve the circumstances of
thousands of individuals, by turning circus lessons into life lessons.
The Community Worker’s Guide is composed of four large sections. The first section highlights the evolution and the fundamentals of the social circus approach by outlining its
objectives and guiding principles. The second explores the roles and responsibilities of
local organizations, and deals with assistance for community workers, as well as the actions
that they need to undertake to ensure the program’s continuity. The third part emphasizes the central concept of the social circus approach developed by Cirque du Soleil,
the intervention tandem. It describes the qualities and skills required for the circus instructor and the community worker so that they can create the synergy and cohesion
so vital to the success of their intervention. Lastly, the fourth section describes in practical
terms the running of a social circus session, from the recruitment of participants to the
final presentation. This section provides community workers with plenty of practical information concerning, among other things, planning, running and conditions for a successful
social circus workshop.
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THE CIRCUS AND SOCIAL INTERVENTION

SECTION 1
THE CIRCUS AND SOCI AL INTERVENTION

A) FROM CIRCUS AS
ENTERTAINMENT TO
SOCIAL CIRCUS
1. The circus as a focus of
universal fascination and
appeal to young people
• History of the circus
The circus seems as old as humanity.
Chinese circus tradition goes back
thousands of years, and was used for
diplomatic purposes from the Han dynasty, 2000 years ago, with the emperor
providing acrobatic entertainment for
Western emissaries. Pharaonic Egypt
was also familiar with a form of circus, as
depicted in paintings dating back several
thousand years.
On the other hand, notwithstanding the
obvious etymological connection, the circus arts have very little in common with
the Roman circus, which mainly involved
chariot races and gladiatorial combat. In
Europe, the roots of the circus can be
found among the troubadours, public
entertainers and other itinerant tumblers
and jugglers who wandered from city to
city to present a variety of shows: music,
performing animals, plays, acrobatics and
so on.
Indeed, this idea of itinerancy is an essential element of the circus’s identity.
Coming from elsewhere, ever in transit,
ever in movement, since time immemorial circus artists have brought with them
novelty, knowledge, skills and openness
to other cultures. Furthermore, they mastered the art of balance, defied gravity,
made animals obey them and changed
identity with costumes and makeup.
From its beginnings in England at the
end of the 18th century, the modern circus
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spread rapidly across Europe, then to
America and elsewhere in the world. Organized in mostly travelling professional
troupes, it enjoyed great popularity up to
the middle of the 20th century, before
going into a period of decline. During the
1970s and 1980s, a new trend, known
today as contemporary circus, renewed
this ancient art by giving it more artistic
creativity and encouraging multidisciplinarity. Harbingers of this movement include Cirque du Soleil (Canada), Circus
Oz (Australia), Archaos Circus (France)
and Plume Circus (France).
• The circus’s appeal to young people
The fascination exerted by circus artists,
travelling artists, bearers of unknown
knowledge, gifted with strength and skills,
is particularly strong among youths, including at-risk youth. Indeed, it is not uncommon for them to adopt ways of expressing
their differences and apartness that are
not too far removed from circus disciplines. Some of them practice juggling,
unicycling or acrobatic hobbies, such as
skateboarding or breakdancing. Others
change their appearance with makeup
and hairstyles, piercings or unconventional clothing. By seeking to provoke or
set themselves apart, many of them discover their own talents and creativity.

2. The circus as a tool
of social intervention
• Definition of social circus
Social circus is a way of approaching social problems derived from an innovative
fusion between circus arts and social
intervention. Social circus aims to ensure
the all around development and social inclusion of people at risk, especially youth.
Precisely because it leaves room for
freedom and creativity while demanding
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tenacity, perseverance and discipline, social circus empowers participants to use
their marginality to express themselves
and establish a new relationship with a
society that has often excluded them.
Since its inception in the 1990s, social
circus has spread around the world and
today inspires a large number of projects
aimed at different types of people (atrisk youth, women survivors of violence,
prison inmates, refugees, etc.).
This intervention approach prioritizes the
personal and social growth of participants. It encourages the development of
self-esteem and the acquisition of social
skills, artistic expression and occupational integration. It gives participants
the chance to express themselves and be
listened to, to realize their own potential
and to make their own contribution as
citizens of the world. In countries gripped
by conflicts or communal tensions, social circus can even be a vehicle of understanding and reconciliation between
rival communities.
Social circus is distinct from what we
might call the professional circus or even
the recreational circus insofar as it gives
more importance to the experience had
by the participants than to the artistic result of this experience, and it establishes
a relationship between the participants
and the community that goes beyond
the aesthetic and entertaining role of the
traditional circus.
With an approach centred on the circus
arts and social intervention, social circus acts as a powerful agent of social
transformation.
• The principles of social circus
The social circus approach is based on
seven principles: creation of a safe, fun
space; links with the community; expression, creation and performance; collaboration between social intervention
and circus; duration over time, continuity; a participant-centred process; and
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partnerships. These principles will be developed in Part C of this section.
Unlike other modes of social action, social
circus carries out its group interventions
with a joint team of circus instructors and
community workers. These interventions
take the form of sessions made up of a
series of regular workshops. Social circus sessions are set up and supported
by organizations within the local community (government or community organizations, among others) and can last
several months.
• Players and beneficiaries
of social circus
Apart from the Cirque du Monde program, which targets at-risk youth, several projects throughout the world use
the social circus approach. In Australia,
Women’s Circus began by offering circus
workshops to women who survived sexual assault, before opening its doors to all
women. In one Barcelona neighbourhood,
social circus was the catalyst for the Ateneu to inspire the residents of that neighbourhood to set up a cultural centre. For
Circus in Ethiopia, social circus uses its
shows as a grassroots educational tool to
help HIV prevention. Belfast Community
Circus has been working since 1985 with
youth from Northern Ireland in a context
of highly inflamed intercommunity tensions. In 1991, in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, an
awareness-building campaign carried out
by four non-governmental organizations
gave birth to the organization Se Essa
Rua Fosse Minha that, with the help of
Intrépida Trupe, was among the first
to use circus arts as an intervention
approach. In France, the organization
Atoucirque caters to inmates and in
Buenos Aires several dozen children at
risk have been attending social circus
workshops at El Circo Social del Sur
since 2004.
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3.Cirque du Monde:
The social circus program of
Cirque du Soleil
In Quebec, the idea to use circus arts as an
educational alternative to create an intervention program for at-risk youth took
shape in 1993. The Cirque du Monde program, founded by Cirque du Soleil and the
international cooperation agency Jeunesse
du Monde, began to form partnerships
with Chilean, Brazilian and Canadian community organizations, and the first social
circus workshops began in 1995. It was
joined by another international development agency, Oxfam-Québec, in 1997, and
the Cirque du Monde program continued
to expand into several other countries
around the world. In 2009, over 50 communities were involved in this program in
Africa (Burkina Faso, Cameroon, South
Africa), Europe (Netherlands), the Middle
East (Lebanon), Asia (Mongolia, Singapore), Oceania (Australia), Latin America
(Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Honduras) and North
America (Canada, United States).
Modelled on Cirque du Monde, social circus workshops are organized by the local
partner who is supported by Cirque du
Soleil financially, materially (donation of
circus equipment) and organizationally.
Cirque du Soleil also provides the local
partner with specific expertise in social
circus, and may also extend its support
to the recruitment and training of social
circus instructors. In several countries,
local organizations have felt the need to
join forces and create networks, allowing
them to share information and expertise
about shared issues, such as safety or financing. Such networks now exist in Brazil,
Australia, the United States, Europe
and Quebec.
In Brazil, inspired by the success of projects such as Se Essa Rua Fosse Minha,
the local partners of Cirque du Monde
now offer independent circus workshops
in over 20 communities.
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Cirque du Monde does not claim to be a
cure-all for the various social problems,
but neither is it some vague pastime that
only succeeds in distracting young people from their real situation. It wants to
offer young participants, be they from
Montreal, Rio, Singapore or elsewhere, a
springboard toward a new stage in their
lives. For the participants, going professional is not ruled out, but it is not the
central concern or the prime objective.

4. Training of social
circus instructors and
community workers
In 2000, Cirque du Soleil came up with a
training program intended to develop
the teaching skills of social circus instructors. It was indeed at that time that
the term “social circus” was definitively
adopted, and today it is used by consensus to define circus projects used for social intervention. The program is given
jointly with existing circus schools, such
as the NCS (National Circus School) and
the NICA (National Institute of Circus
Arts), and interested partners, and hopes
to encourage international networking
that revolves around training social circus
instructors and social intervention for
young people.
This initiative was motivated by the difficulty of finding circus instructors capable
of working in a social intervention setting, the necessity of raising the skills of
those already involved and the desire to
develop connections and some cohesion
between existing projects. Setting up a
training program in social circus seemed
a logical step to ensuring the continuity
of the Cirque du Monde program and encouraging the development of social circus in other networks.
In 2002, the vision began to take shape
with the birth of the International Network
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for Social Circus Training (INSCT). This
movement hinges on the transmission of
knowledge and social circus practice in
the form of a program that prioritizes
the development of children, youth and
teenagers recognized to be at risk or excluded from society, and other persons
in the same situation.
INSCT brings together 10 organizations
from Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Canada,
Burkina Faso, South Africa and Australia.
In addition to Cirque du Soleil and the international cooperation NGO Jeunesse du
Monde, members are either professional
circus schools or social circus schools.
Its charter, signed in October 2007 in
Melbourne, stipulates that its members:
• Strive for social justice and the respect
of people’s rights and freedoms;
• Base themselves on values of respect,
consis tency and fairness, are nonpolitical and non-religious, and encourage independence and mutual aid;
• Set themselves goals of synergy, quality, research, discipline, ethics, the fight
against discrimination and exploitation;
• Aim to group together, to facilitate
training and transmission, to promote
and defend social circus.

B) SOCIAL CIRCUS
INTERVENTION:
OBJECTIVES AND
RELEVANCE
Since its appearance in the 1990s, social
circus has become an innovative tool for
social intervention; it is still in its early
days and therefore relatively undocumented on a theoretical level. The pioneers of
this form of social intervention began by
getting involved with passion, enthusiasm and the desire to help suffering populations. However, they did not have the
required resources to collect qualitative
research data demonstrating the full
potential of this approach. Today, even
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though its approach is based on teaching
methods backed up by some 15 years of
experience, the grassroots influence and
mechanisms of social circus have not yet
all been determined. Its usefulness as a
mode of social intervention is recognized, but much more work remains to
be done in assessment and research before it can be proven.
In an interview with Juggling Magazine,
an Italian magazine started in 1998 to
promulgate contemporary circus arts,
Michel Lafortune, then Social Circus Director of Cirque du Soleil, maintained:
“For us, social circus not only allows
young people to acquire circus skills,
but also to develop their self-esteem
and express their personalities, be
more creative, change their habits as
well as their status from that of victim
to that of protagonist, from the role of
onlooker to that of artist. It gives them
the opportunity to become active
players in their own lives. The totally
new teaching methods of social circus
go beyond circus arts to stimulate interest in reading, help open minds to
culture and create a connection between society and persons in need.
They thus acquire the opportunity to
express themselves and be heard, to
become aware of their own potential
and to make their contribution as citizens of the world.”
“The objective is not rehabilitation
we hope above all that their marginality can enrich the social fabric. These
young people first need to learn a language that will help them be a part
of society. The circus, just like dance,
theatre or any other artistic discipline,
is an instrument that will allow them
to form a relationship with the adult
world by living a different experience.
All we ask of society is to come and
listen, and look at these young people
in a different light. We are an interface;
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we have built a bridge between these
two realities.”
“We often use the concept of resilience,
developed by Boris Cyrulnik, which
states that anyone can use his past
experiences to progress. Some young
people remain marked for life by the
obstacles that they have encountered,
while others use these ordeals to set
themselves apart and move forward.
With social circus, we strive to develop
this capacity.” (Juggling Magazine,
38 (2008), p. 22)
In addition, the concrete and positive results observed in the field have given rise
to a series of objectives that social circus
is able to meet, in particular concerning
the personal and social development of
young participants, as follows:

1. Offering a means rather
than an end
During social circus workshops, the aspect
of fun is of prime importance, especially
for at-risk youth, who are sometimes having to deal with very acute socio-economic
difficulties. The appeal of practising unusual skills, the fun of experimenting, the
joy of improving and progressing in a group,
in an artistic and physical context, all combine to create a pleasurable environment.
Some participants take their learning very
much to heart, to the point of imagining
taking up a professional career. Even
though this objective should not be discouraged by the training team, it should be
made clear that social circus workshops
are not professional training. It is therefore not an end in itself, but a means to an
end. A means to growing on a personal
and social level. A means to developing
ways of being as much as ways of doing.
Social circus intervention targets several
types of at-risk, on the fringes of society,
insecure or excluded individuals. These
persons must deal with various problems.
Due to its distinctive approach, charac-
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terized by the diversity of circus disciplines and the support of individual development, anyone can find a way that
best helps him to meet his own objectives.

2. Encouraging the development
of self-esteem
With at-risk youth, self-confidence is
often weak. One of the main objectives
of social circus training is to help young
participants build and develop the selfesteem that they lack. This evolution is
favoured by the very essence of circus
disciplines, based on the idea of making
possible what originally seemed impossible or difficult. Each small success,
each little victory, each small step forward thus increases the participant’s
self-confidence, as he realizes his own
strengths, qualities and capacity to meet
challenges, progress and surpass himself.
To reach this goal, the intervention tandem (the circus instructor and the community worker) must set targets within
the possibilities of each participant. The
aim is not the absolute level of performance, but each participant’s success in
reaching his personal goals.
Some circus disciplines, such as handstand, unicycle and juggling, turn out to
be particularly well-suited to the development of self-esteem, for they are intrinsic challenges to the laws of physics.

3. Encouraging the development
of autonomy and self-regulation
The learning of circus disciplines such as
juggling or unicycle is a progressive process, based on the repetition of movements and doing better the next time.
Each fall or each error must be followed
by another attempt, another try. The
technical and human guidance of the instructor–community worker tandem is
naturally of prime importance, but the participant is also encouraged to internalize
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much of the process through self-motivation and self-regulation. The participant
thus learns to control his reactions, know
himself better and act on himself.
In this process, self-examination and a
critical faculty are important, since they
allow young people to determine the
reason for a failure, set realistic personal
goals and define strategies to reach
them. For some, the workshops serve as
an initiation to fundamental human and
moral qualities, such as patience, perseverance, concentration, discipline and
control of emotions (fear, frustration,
anger).

4. Encouraging the development
of a sense of belonging and
the spirit of solidarity
The circus has been rightly described as an
art of solidarity, for it relies greatly on mutual aid and group work. This is why, unlike
other types of social intervention based on
a personal relationship between a young
person and a worker, social circus intervention depends largely on collective
participation, whether during warm-ups,
games, learning or public performances.
Acting within a group to carry out shared
activities is a powerful force for developing
trust toward others and fundamental social values, such as solidarity, empathy,
mutual help, the sense of belonging,
listening, respect and friendship. The
notions of leadership and respect of shared
rules are also encouraged, which leads
the participants to consider themselves
no longer solely as individuals but also
as members of a collective.
The pyramids, which demands the cooperation of several people to reach a common goal, is one of the most effective
circus disciplines in this respect because
the participants gain awareness not only
of what others can do for them, but also
of what they can do for others.
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5. Encouraging the development
of citizenship
For marginalized youth – sometimes marginalized to the extent of being rejected
by society – the idea of “living together”
can be abstract or even completely beyond their understanding. Citizenship,
the consciousness of being part of a
group, with one’s rights and one’s duties,
can be illustrated and brought home to
them during social circus workshops. Collective decisions are made for the common good, conflicts are resolved without
violence, ideas are exchanged, divergent
interests or desires are reconciled; for
youths, it becomes a real initiation to democracy thanks to everyone’s participation. Social circus thus gives the young
participants the opportunity to take
their place in society and to connect with
the social group.

6. Encouraging the development
of good physical condition
Even without aiming for a very high standard of performance, social circus workshops require that participants be in
good physical condition, notably in terms
of strength, sense of balance, motor coordination and flexibility. This requirement can awaken in young people an
awareness of the importance of acquiring
healthy habits (healthy eating, avoiding
the consumption of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs, hygiene, etc.) in order to facilitate
achieving their goals. It also induces
them to make or renew contact with
their bodies, to rediscover their inner
selves and their sensations, which produce
spectacular psychological results.
In addition, practising regularly circus
disciplines constitutes a physical training
in itself, and its beneficial effects can be
observed during the workshops, alongside the progress participants make in
developing their skills.
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7. Encouraging the development
of communication skills
For some youths, the mere thought of
public speaking is an insurmountable
challenge; for others, the problem is expressing feelings or organizing their ideas.
Group work involves plenty of communication and discussion between participants and with the facilitators, and, as
such, offers a powerful springboard for
developing communication skills: expressing feelings, opinions and emotions;
passing on knowledge and experiences;
discussing the future (planning of a project) and the past (analysis of workshops).
Verbal communication is not the only kind
to be encouraged: social circus workshops
greatly favour body language, notably with
mimes, grimaces and stage production.
Youths also discover that humour, incongruity and self-mockery can constitute
forms of communication capable of transmitting emotions or opinions.
Furthermore, taking up public space with
a live performance, with staging and
play, allows the youth to tell others that
he exists in this space and he has something to show, something to express. It is
an ideal place for self-affirmation.

8. Encouraging a flourishing
fringe creativity
Circus arts have traditionally been linked
with certain forms of marginality (nomadic existence, balancing acts, exuberance,
artistic creativity, disguises, etc.) that
are naturally attractive to young people.
Those who live in situations excluded from
society find in it a positive and constructive mirror of their own marginality, as
well as a means of doing it justice.
What’s more, the practice of circus disciplines often thrives on invention and
creation, especially in the more modern
forms of circus. For the participants, these
disciplines offer a sometimes unique means
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of liberating, mastering and structuring
their imagination, of giving their creativity full rein. Social circus does not seek to
standardize or water down the marginal
side of the participants or try to force
them to conform at any price, but rather
aims at providing young people with the
tools to learn to communicate with the
community from the fringes.

9. Taking pride in diversity
Just as no two humans are exactly alike,
there is no typical circus artist. Whether
it is juggling, acrobatics, the art of the
clown, contortions or handstand acts,
each specialty attracts a different type of
personality, with different physiques,
qualities and temperaments. This diversity, which is what makes the circus accessible to all, across social, linguistic,
economic or physical divides, is an extraordinary example of inclusion for
young people. No one will be shut out
of the group because of different ideas,
education, clothes or body type.
Taking pride in diversity, in the creative
and constructive context of social circus
workshops, allows cultures and communities who would normally avoid each
other to meet in a neutral space and redefine their relationships.

10. Supporting risk management
Every day, circus artists carry out daring
and sometimes dangerous acts. Just as
in daily life, accidents can happen, but
they are very rare. Truth be told, there
are many fewer accidents under a big
top than on the roads.
This reality is due to systematic preparation and strict risk management by the
circus artists. For street kids who take
part in the workshops, it is often an eyeopener. Rules, which they are used to seeing as unwelcome constraints, suddenly
take on a positive meaning: they ensure
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their safety and therefore allow them to
practise risky disciplines without danger.
This realization can be a big step forward
in their personal development because it
leads them to take care of themselves
and others, and develops their capacity
of judgment in dealing with life’s events
and dangers.

11. Encouraging socioeconomic integration
The social circus movement is increasingly occupied with the question of the
professional development of the youth
who take part in social circus projects.
All projects must deal with this question,
for as often happens, the participants get
intensely involved and discover a whole
world of possibilities. Becoming a professional artist is one of these possibilities.
The participants can also consider becoming social circus instructors or contemplate
a career in show business and so on. In
fact, the importance lies in the way the
participant is guided after his time with
the project if he wishes to go professional.
There are a variety of visions for the development of social circus. Turning out
professionals is one, but socio-economic
integration is of strategic importance if
we want to avoid participants going back
to their old reality after having been
through constructive experiences. Many
other paths, such as returning to school,
family reconciliation and community involvement, may also be very good solutions.

12. Social circus as a
resilience support
Social circus intervention encourages
both personal and social development
with youths at risk due to its unique approach. It constitutes a real tool for acquiring resilience because it is based on
surpassing one’s goal, self-actualization
resulting from one’s own strengths and
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capacities, collective cooperation and the
guidance of responsible adults.
• The concept of resilience
Originally inspired by a notion used in
mechanics (a material’s resistance to
shock), the concept of psychological resilience was studied and popularized
beginning in the 1980s. In this context,
resilience can be defined as the dynamic
process by which an individual adapts
positively to a trauma or an adverse situation. Contrary to a widely held belief, it
is not a matter of “bouncing back” or of
denying a painful past, but of overcoming the traumatic event and absorbing it
so as to grow toward something new.
Resilience is intimately linked to selfesteem and to the perception of one’s
capacity to control one’s environment.
Scientific studies of populations who have
lived through traumas (refugees, sexual
abuse survivors, etc.) have highlighted
the role played by two groups of factors
to explain why some individuals tend to
be resilient while others remain incapable
of putting their ordeals behind them.
These factors are known as “protective
factors” and “resilience supports.”
Protective factors refer to elements particular to each individual and his capacity
to interact with his environment. They are
linked to his personality and to the adaptive strategies that he is capable of implementing when faced with a stress or a
traumatic event.
Resilience supports, on the other hand,
are factors external to the individual that
provide him with support so that he can
develop his resilience. They can often be
friends, parents or colleagues, or sometimes therapists and community workers.
Complete strangers can also play this
part, by listening, or with their encouragement or active support.
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• The role of social circus workshop
as a tool for resilience
Social circus workshops are specifically intended for people who are going through
temporary or persistent difficulties that
tend to marginalize them. These difficulties can be linked to situations of violence, instability or exclusion, as well as
drug or alcohol abuse. Some participants
suffer from emotional insecurity, family
difficulties or social exclusion. During
these workshops, favourable conditions are
created to allow them to express their
emotions and talk about the situations
they must deal with. They can thus seek
support and take a constructive look at
what is happening to them without blaming themselves for those events. This
attitude is fundamental for reinforcing
and developing protective factors.
The community workers and instructors,
for their part, often act as resilience
supports for the participants. By being
good listeners and showing themselves
attentive and trustworthy, they become
significant and influential persons who
demonstrate to the participants that they
are worthy of respect, which allows them
to regain their own self-esteem.
This recovery of self-esteem happens
through discussions, but also and above
all through intervention. Participants are
driven by a very strong energy, sometimes positive, sometimes challenging,
which the intervention tandem must make
the best use of.
Circus activities work as a springboard, a
basis for building new strengths, new attitudes and new relationships with others.
For example, when the youths exchange
juggling clubs, these serve not just as
juggling accessories but also as a way of
improving communication; the two jugglers need to set up a routine before the
exercise and then respect it during their
performance by coordinating their movements and adapting their gestures to
each other. The clubs go from being playthings to being tokens of a relationship.
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As for the end-of-session performance,
it is a process of collective creation that
allows the participants to show off their
talents in public and be applauded by
members of their community.

C) THE PRINCIPLES
THAT DEFINE
SOCIAL CIRCUS
Apart from its fundamental characteristics (use of circus arts, working with social
groups at risk), the social circus approach
is based on seven fundamental principles
to meet the objectives of its intervention.
The instructors and community workers,
as well as partner organizations, must
adhere to them unreservedly. These
guiding principles are: creation of a safe
and fun space; links with the community;
expression, creation and performance;
collaboration between social and circus;
duration over time, continuity; a participantcentred process; and partnerships.

1. The safe and fun space
(“safe space”)
Social circus provides a fun space for
creativity, freedom of speech and social
apprenticeship. It creates a special venue
where it is possible to experiment, take
risks in a safe manner, have fun and develop a sense of belonging. This place is
also a space of physical and emotional
safety, a space where one can express
one’s culture, a social space of reconciliation and discoveries.
This notion of safe space is very important before, during and after social circus
workshops, and the instructors and community workers are the guarantors. They
must particularly ensure that the participants enjoy complete safety from all
points of view (physical, psychological,
social, emotional) and that the shared
space is free from discrimination, threats,
verbal, physical or psychological violence,
harassment or intimidation.
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The existence of this safe space allows
the participants to escape from their sometimes very harsh social environment and
experience dimensions such as unreality,
playfulness, sensitivity and poetry through
circus arts. The safe space thus acts not
only as a refuge, but also as a context
for trying out different possible ways
of being.

5. Duration over time, continuity

2. Links with the community

An educational approach centred on the
participants implies that it is these people (youth or others) who are at the
heart of the process. Social circus promotes a teaching process based on play,
group dynamics, progressive learning
and involvement of the body, heart and
mind.

Social circus creates or recreates links and
dialogue between the participants, often
young people, and their family or community. It serves as an interface between
the community and the participants and
invites the community to come and meet
these youths so as to change how they
are perceived.

3. Expression, creation
and performance
Through its use of circus arts, social circus bases its approach around creativity.
It provides youths with conditions that
allow them to develop their creativity,
express themselves, discuss, let loose
their imaginations, transform themselves
and the world, their world.
Creativity empowers participants to regain control over their environment.

4. Collaboration between
social and circus
The team formed by a community worker
and a social circus instructor is at the heart
of the social circus approach and constitutes its signature. Tandem facilitation is
one of its greatest riches because it allows
two individuals to combine their efforts
and their expertise toward a common goal.
It stretches each person’s limits by affording mutual support and providing the
necessary space for reflection to overcome
limitations and introduce new solutions.
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While social circus workshops can have a
significant impact in the very short term,
it is the long-term projects that do most
to enhance the sense of belonging for
the participants and the community.

6. A participant-centred process

Social circus proposes a dynamic that
seeks to motivate the participant to preserve or rediscover his capacity for play.
If the participant loves what he does,
sees and feels in the workshops, he will
want to return. Voluntary participation
is one of the principles of the circus: inciting but not forcing or obliging.
The group is self-regulated and establishes the best working rhythm for stability and balance. Over time, the individual
is expected to develop a structure for
himself to learn better, perform better,
support the group, work in synchrony
and learn with the others.
The development of skills at a suitable
progressive rate is a fundamental condition for reconciling the participant with the
desire to learn. The experience of a string
of successes is at the centre of building
self-esteem. Involving the whole individual
(body, heart and mind) helps create meaning and go beyond mere sensation.

7. Partnerships
Establishing a partnership is essential to
setting up a social circus project. The social partner is the one who understands
the culture and who knows the individu-
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als and the strategies for setting up and
managing project operations. The circus
partner’s contribution is the teaching
method and the specific knowledge that
binds art and social intervention together.
The projects with the biggest impact are
those that are built with strong, motivated partners.
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LOCAL ORGANIZATION, CHALLENGES
AND RESPONSIBILITIES

SECTION 2
LOCAL OR GANIZAT I ON, CHALLENG ES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Currently, in the social circus model adopted by Cirque du Soleil, the local organization has the prime responsibility for
organizing circus workshops and fulfilling goals, in the short and long terms.
It must therefore deal with some challenges and take on specific roles. It is also
responsible for ensuring the continuity of
the social circus program in its community.

A) CHALLENGES OF
SOCIAL CIRCUS
INTERVENTION
When undertaking to organize social circus workshops, local partners should be
aware of the particularities of this approach compared with their usual ways
of working. These differences in approach
can represent serious challenges, notably
in terms of obligations and adaptation.

1. Commitment
Mobilizing the local organization is the
first condition of success in using circus
arts as a means of social intervention.
Whether in preparing, facilitating or
monitoring, organizing a session of social
circus workshops demands a high level
of time and energy commitment. However, the local organization should not
consider this effort as an additional task,
for a social circus project can fit perfectly
well into the framework of its regular
activities. It is therefore its responsibility
to find the best ways to fit it in, geared to
its characteristics and objectives.
In addition, the local organization should
not be content to merely organize the
workshops; it should also provide support
to the young participants and ensure
follow-up before and after the workshops.
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This is a longer and more demanding process, but it is also more complete.

2. Adapting to a new method
of intervention
The social circus approach hinges on a
method of intervention unlike usual methods, generally based on one-to-one contact. While listening and personalized
help are also part of the social circus approach, the approach’s effectiveness as a
means of intervention stems primarily
from action – in this case, the practice of
circus disciplines. In addition, the development of young people’s self-esteem is
not solely the fruit of their individual
practice of circus disciplines. It is also the
result of contacts that they make among
themselves, the dynamic established within
the group and the individual and collective relationships that develop between
the youths and the facilitators.
Intervention in a group, tandem facilitation and the nature of circus activities are
often new realities for the local organization and they can represent challenges
of adaptation. Facilitating circus workshops is also quite different from standard methods of intervention, offering
community workers an opportunity to
learn and master a new approach, acquiring experience that will prove beneficial
in subsequent work with youth long after
the workshops have ended.

B) RESPONSIBILITIES OF
THE LOCAL ORGANIZATION
Apart from its standard organizational
role, the local organization must bear
two very important specific responsibilities, namely selecting community workers and ensuring safety.
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1. Organizational responsibilities
• Material infrastructure
The local organization is responsible for
the circus project’s infrastructures: premises (for meetings, training and putting on
a performance), circus equipment (including costumes, makeup, stage sets) and management material. These infrastructures
must be suited to the planned activities
and must comply with safety regulations.
They must also comply with the country’s effective regulations and laws.
• Strategic and financial partnerships
The organization of workshops or certain
activities (travelling, shows) sometimes
requires setting up partnerships (with
other organizations, private companies,
public administrations, media) in order to
find financing or ensure publicity for the
project. This responsibility is also essential
for the long-term continuity of social
circus activities.

2. Selecting and supporting
community workers
The profile of social circus community
workers, in particular their qualities and
their aptitudes, is detailed in Section 3 of
this work. These factors must obviously
be considered by the local organization
when selecting community workers. However, other aspects must also be taken
into account: their experience, their enthusiasm and their availability.
• Experience
A minimum of six months of hands-on experience in social intervention is recommended. In addition, experience with
group work and team facilitation are two
criteria that merit the greatest attention
when selecting the community workers.
• Enthusiasm
A community worker must not only possess the experience and the professional
and personal capacities required, but he
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must also demonstrate the desire to get
involved in the circus project. This enthusiasm
combined with genuine commitment to
the social circus approach is important.
• Availability
Community worker commitment for the
whole duration of the session is of prime
importance, for it ensures the continuity
of the relationship of trust with the participants and the stability of the intervention. The departure of a community worker
who is liked by the participants is an event
that can jeopardize the project’s effectiveness. The organization must therefore
make sure that the community workers
will be available for every step of the
project. A candidate whose presence cannot be guaranteed for the duration of the
session should not be considered.
• Support for the community worker
The organization is responsible for supporting its community workers throughout the social circus projects. For example,
if one of them runs into serious problems,
he ought to be able to turn to the organization for help. In case of a deadlock situation or if a facilitator is unable to continue
his role for whatever reason (sickness,
departure, etc.), the organization should
quickly designate another facilitator from
among its community workers.
In order to ensure the best support possible for its community workers, it is recommended that the organization’s staff
have an understanding of the educational approach specific to social circus.

3. Safety of participants
and facilitators
Safety is one of the defining principles
of social circus (see Section 1). This element applies to the physical and emotional safety of the participants and
facilitators. Group members should be able
to count on having a safe space that gives
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them the opportunity to escape from
their regular social environment.
Consequently, the local organization is responsible for furnishing the means of organizing such a space, particularly regarding
premises and equipment. Its responsibilities cover the following specific points:
- To guarantee a place that inspires the
youths and the facilitators by allowing
them to express themselves freely, a
place that can become a space of freedom, a point of reference and belonging;
- To provide sufficient appropriate equipment that is safe to use;
- To ensure the upkeep of the premises;
- To establish an emergency safety plan;
- To ensure access to first aid;
- To comply with safety instructions;
- To take care of the quality of the environment;
- To take out the necessary insurance to
cover its own employees (community
workers, circus instructors if they employ
them) as well as the young participants.
Facilitators must also carry out an assessment of the risks and instill awareness among the participants of their own
safety and encourage them to be responsible for their protection and the protection of others. Circus instructors can
manage the responsibility for assessing
physical safety, while community workers can manage the emotional safety
side, given their knowledge of youth and
their needs on the psycho-social front.

C) CONTINUITY OF THE
SOCIAL CIRCUS PROGRAM
The vision of social circus held by Cirque
du Soleil implies a partnership approached
in the spirit of sustainable development.
One of its objectives is to ensure the
long-term continuance of circus activities in the communities that hold the
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workshops. To attain this objective, local
organizations play a crucial role.

1. Responsibility of
the organization
Historically, in the context of the Cirque
du Monde program, agreements were
made to shift responsibility for organizing,
implementing and financing of circus
workshops to the local organizations after
a certain number of years to be determined
by common accord. Today, Cirque du
Soleil, in its capacity as expert advisor,
provides support in the form of instructor
and community worker training, and the
supply of educational and assessment
tools. This requirement means making
the partner organizations themselves responsible for ensuring the continuance
of the program, whether by ensuring the
transfer of expertise from one community
worker to the next, by finding local
sources of financing or by implanting the
circus program within their community.

2. Continuance within
the organization
The social circus project must first take
root within the heart of the local organization. To that end, it is important to systematize and circulate the information
generated by the workshops. This can be
preserved using different types of documents, such as log books and summaries,
that can be passed on to community
workers and instructors who will be
leading the next circus sessions. Moreover, it is advisable that community
workers or instructors attend regular
meetings of the organization to provide
updates on the project’s development
and receive feedback. They should also be
asked to provide regular session reviews
to the organization’s management and
their colleagues. Lastly, the organization
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should receive and integrate new staff to
pass on all the knowledge acquired in
the workshops.

3. Continuance within
the community
The continuance of the circus project
should also be rooted in the local community. It is therefore essential for the
partner organization to ensure the project’s local visibility, especially through
the media, and develop partnerships with
different local socio-economic players
(community organizations, companies,
municipalities, foundations, etc.). This synergy can be established in the context of
workshops or performances or as part of
the organization of parallel activities.
In its steps to form alliances, the local
organization should highlight the special role of social circus within the various types of social intervention applied
to youths at risk. It can also point out
possible synergies of this type of intervention with those of its potential financial partners.
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THE COMMUNITY WORKER–INSTRUCTOR TANDEM,
THE MAINSTAY OF SOCIAL CIRCUS

SECTION 3
THE COMMUNITY WORKER–INSTRUCTOR TANDEM ,
THE MAINSTAY OF SOCIAL CIRCUS
The dispensation of courses by the community worker–circus instructor tandem
is one of the fundamental principles of
the social circus approach. Each of the
two facilitators has a well-defined role to
play with the youths. The instructor is a
social artist, a person who comes to share
his know-how and soft skills, a person
with human qualities and solid experience in group work, suited to work with
the participants learning circus disciplines. As for the community worker, he
is someone who is close to the local
community, familiar with its realities and
difficulties and experienced in individual
counselling. He is charged with establishing a relation of trust with the participants and turning the circus lessons into
life lessons. Despite their differences, the
instructor and the community worker
must work together in close collaboration and synergy. This characteristic is a
potential source of great richness, but
can also present numerous challenges.

A) THE INSTRUCTOR:
FIRST AND FOREMOST
AN ARTIST
As a circus artist with human qualities,
the instructor embodies the imaginary
world of the circus representing an inspirational role model for the participants.

1. Profile of the instructor
The social circus instructor is first and foremost filled with a passion for his art and
gifted with a real talent for performing it.
The context of social circus intervention
also requires that he have human qualities and that he should act with sensitivity, respect and integrity. In addition to
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his skills in the circus arts, the social circus instructor is necessarily a true artist
who has chosen to put his talent at the
service of individuals at risk.
• Skills of the instructor
Ideally, the social circus instructor possesses skills for performing and teaching
all circus disciplines. In reality, he more
often has mastery of only two or three
disciplines but has the necessary rudimentary abilities in the others. The instructor must keep an open mind in how
to use the teaching of circus arts and
how to find creative methods suited to
the needs of individuals.
• Human qualities of the instructor
Passion and talent are definitely indispensable for the work of the social circus
instructor, but he must also demonstrate
a real involvement with the participants
and with the local organization, an involvement that goes beyond the mere
passing on of circus techniques.
Instructors are not expected to be psychologists or social workers. Nevertheless,
they should be aware that their attitudes
and behaviour serve as models for the
participants, and that this aspect of the
relationship is just as significant as the
content of the teaching.
The social circus instructor must therefore show empathy with the participants as well as commitment to them;
he must be an open person, capable of
listening and having respect for their
reality and difficulties. This sensitivity
will allow him to avoid misunderstandings, acts of negligence and incorrect or
abusive behaviour.
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2. The roles of the instructor
The instructor’s roles include teaching
circus techniques, leading group workshops and supporting the community
worker and the organization. He may be
required on occasion to perform social
intervention and should be fully conscious of the social impact of his actions.
It is not the object of this guide to provide a
precise description of the instructor’s roles,
so we will not go into it further. We invite
people interested in this aspect to avail
themselves of the specific documentation.

3. The instructor’s image
with the participants
The instructor is often an ambassador of
art and creativity. His mastery of circus
techniques, his often extraneous origins
and his artistic fibre make him a natural
embodiment of the link between performance and representation.

B) THE COMMUNITY
WORKER: BUILDER
OF TRUST AND GOOD
RELATIONS
1. Profile of the
community worker
The ideal social circus community worker
does not exist. Since the beginnings of the
Cirque du Monde program, people with
very different personalities, experiences
and skills have successfully carried out
this role. However, the community workers
who have had the greatest success all
shared a commitment to the social circus
approach and possessed certain specific
human and professional qualities.
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• Commitment to the social
circus approach
In community organizations, the most
widespread method of social intervention consists in making individual contact
between a community worker and an individual at risk. The social circus approach is different from this method.
While listening and individual attention
are also present, social circus relies
mainly on action for its effectiveness (the
learning of circus disciplines), as well as
on courses given jointly by a tandem
whose fields of expertise complement
each other and who mesh well together.
Moreover, the social intervention is addressed to a group of participants and
not to a single person. This method allows each participant to draw on the collective energy and to link his personal
happiness to positive social relations.
In this approach, the personal and social
development of the participants does
not only come from practising circus disciplines. It also comes from the contacts
and the dynamic that are born within the
group and from the individual and collective relationships established between
the participants and the tandem.
These differences mean that community workers can feel disconcerted by a
method of social intervention with which
they are unfamiliar or that they do not
master completely. Without wishing to,
they might even refuse to adhere to it
wholeheartedly and, in so doing, reduce
its effectiveness.
Therefore, the community worker’s commitment to the social circus method is
indispensable for the success of the social intervention. A profound belief in the
constructive impact of the use of circus
arts on the personal and social development of the participants is a key ingredient of success. It is also an opportunity
for the community workers to discover
and learn to master an approach that
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will serve them well in other social intervention situations, apart from social circus workshops.
• Human and professional qualities of
the community worker
Community workers who engage the social circus approach successfully all share
a subtle combination of the following
soft skills (human qualities) and professional skills (professional qualities):
- A capacity to energize and motivate
the participants, and get them to overcome their barriers;
- A capacity to recognize the personal
needs of each participant while at the
same time stimulating the collective commitment, drawing a balance between individual support and group intervention;
- Open-mindedness and the ability to
work with other professionals, respecting each one’s responsibilities and roles;
- Firmness and tact in the prevention
and mediation of conflicts, notably by
collectively defining and ensuring a set
of rules to respect and by listening
when the situation requires it;
- A capacity to adapt and be creative in
the search for solutions to individual or
collective problems;
- A capacity to plan and organize, specifically in managing groups.
All these qualities are rarely combined in
one individual, but a strong community
worker–instructor tandem will include all
of the above qualities combined.

2. The roles of the
community worker
As a general rule, the community worker
plays the part of liaison between the social circus project and the participants.
Employed by the local organization, the
community worker often has intimate
knowledge of the living environment of

participants and, in some cases, has followed the course of their lives and even
shared some of their difficulties. The
community worker’s roots in the living
environment of participants give him opportunities to capture and maintain their
interest in a social circus project. He can
also be a great help in building a powerful bond of trust.
The community worker’s first role consists in preparing the circus session: recruiting participants, finding the location,
planning the workshops. During the workshops, his main responsibility is to develop bonds of trust with the participants,
an indispensable condition for the effectiveness of the social circus approach. In
fact, the quality of these relationships is
at the root of any progress. Only where
there is a strong and lasting bond of trust
between the community worker and the
participants can the circus lessons become life lessons.
In order to establish, develop and consolidate a lasting relation of trust, the
community worker must above all be attentive to the difficulties and needs of
participants (need for respect, safety,
listening, recognition, affirmation, freedom and creativity). It is thus essential to
maintain constant communication with
each participant, not only during but also
before and after the workshops.
The community worker must also ensure
that the content and pace of the workshops are adapted to the capacities and
needs of the participants, and that they
fit in with the particular character of the
community. Lastly, one of his roles is to
make sure everyone understands and respects the rules of the workshops. This
aspect is essential to developing a bond
of trust, as it forms the basis of mutual
respect, fairness and the safety of all.
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3. The community worker
and life lessons
One of the community worker’s most
important roles is to draw the attention
of participants to the parallels and
similarities between the lessons of circus disciplines and the realities of life in
society. This responsibility leads him to
promote real life lessons, such as by instilling certain attitudes when faced with
a failure (losing graciously) and success
(winning graciously).
The general idea to pass on is that the
lessons learned during the workshops
can be transposed into everyday life and
they can serve to develop social skills, to
define one’s life goals, to take care of
oneself and others and to adopt positive attitudes to life’s unpredictable ups
and downs.
The role of the community worker in this
respect is to help the social circus workshop participants develop ways of learning and elements that will allow them to
deal with life’s inevitable situations. Day
after day, everyone has to handle a multitude of situations that never turn out
the same way.
The act of learning in general offers difficulties that must be faced and overcome.
This is particularly true in learning circus
disciplines, because a social circus workshop participant may have to deal with
fear (of falling, of hurting himself, of not
succeeding), with the inability to perform
an action (from lack of strength or of
motor coordination, or because he doesn’t
understand) or with irritation, stress,
frustration and so on.
When a participant is confronted with
failure, the community worker must help
him to deal with adversity by extolling
perseverance and courage. He must also
seize the opportunity to show the participant how to draw positive lessons
from his negative experiences, so as to
gain personal enrichment. Analyzing the
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reasons for his failure will allow the participant to recognize his weaknesses,
work out solutions and, as a result, have
a better understanding of how to conduct himself to reach his goals.
This positive attitude toward difficulties
and failure constitutes a fantastic winning card, not only in circus workshops
but also in life. It is therefore very important that the community worker establish
a link between the situation experienced
in the workshop and those that the participant faces in everyday life.
A more subtle and sometimes more difficult task for the community worker is
that of teaching the participant how to
conduct himself after a success, in other
words, to teach him how to win graciously.
A success should obviously be celebrated
by the person responsible for it, by the
other participants and by the facilitators,
but the community worker needs to be
watchful about how it is done.
First of all, the community worker has to
make sure that the pride of the person
who has succeeded is not expressed too
demonstratively, as this attitude can have
a negative impact on the other participants as it can be construed as arrogance
or vanity. In such cases, the community
worker must promote the idea that a
success is above all a source of motivation and not a reason to stand out or feel
superior to the others.
It is also important that the community
worker make the participants understand
that success is often only temporary and
that no victory can be taken for granted.
Overconfidence arising from success can
lead someone to slacken his efforts and,
as a result, fail on a subsequent attempt.
It is therefore necessary to stress that
the best way to experience a victory is
to stay on course and prepare oneself
for the next challenge. The same goes
for the various other facets surrounding
the workshops.
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4. The community worker’s
image with the participants

share the same objectives with regard to
the participants and the same commitment to the social circus approach.

As a general rule, the image participants
may have of the community worker is one
of reason, responsibility (organization,
safety) and relative authority (transmission
and respect of the rules), the latter being
shared with the instructor.

From their different backgrounds, each
one can draw on experiences and qualities
that the other may lack. Working as a
team lets them combine these strong
points and direct them toward reaching
the common goals of intervention.

This image can be difficult to assume for
some people and can even become a
source of tension within the intervention
tandem, with the instructor being perceived as a model of creativity. Nevertheless, the community worker is also the
member of the team who is closest to
the youths and who can understand them
best. He contributes to establishing and
developing bonds of trust, which often
run deeper than those with the instructor, and he embodies continuity.

With his rich experience in a particular
field, the instructor brings his artistic,
technical and educational knowledge of
circus arts to the participants and the
local community. For them, it is a new
wealth, a window to another world, a different way of looking at things. This position can be a strong point because it
gives him the detachment necessary for
working with a group without being involved in its tensions or internal difficulties. Also, the instructor has experience
in working with groups, which is not always true of the community worker,
whose experience may be limited to individual counselling.

It should be remembered that this is a
question of perception, so that the subject can be addressed with participants
if necessary.

C) ADVANTAGES AND
CHALLENGES OF
TANDEM FACILITATION
Tandem facilitation by an instructor and
a local community worker is one of the
fundamentals of the social circus approach. Although it constitutes one of
its best assets, also presents one of its
greatest challenges. Co-facilitation is in
itself challenging. One needs to be aware
of the perceptions and expectations so as
to deal with them in specific contexts.

1. Complementarity within
the intervention tandem
The relevance of the tandem facilitation
hinges largely on the complementarity
between the instructor and the community worker, which can become a true
partnership when the two facilitators
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On the other hand, the community worker
is familiar with the living environment realities of participants, for that is often
where he comes from himself. Unlike the
instructor, who only appears during workshops, the community worker stays in
direct contact with the participants before, during and after the workshops.
This proximity gives him the opportunity
to work on a more personal level when
that becomes necessary, such as when a
participant has personal difficulties. He is
also in a better position to develop a
bond of trust with the participants, an indispensable condition for the development
of their self-esteem.

2. Cohesion and planning in the
tandem intervention situation
Given that the two facilitators act with
the same group in the same space and at
the same time, their actions are bound to
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overlap, each helping in the other’s field
of activity. The limits of this overlap must
nevertheless remain clear for the youths.
Cohesion in the intervention of the two
facilitators and rigorous workshop planning are therefore indispensable.

guarantees the work cohesion of the
two facilitators.

• Sharing objectives and abilities
It is indispensable that the two facilitators share their respective objectives, so
that each has a good understanding of
the other’s role, responsibilities and field
of activity.

The different perceptions between the
role and the image of each member of
the tandem can sometimes be a challenge for the community worker. During
the workshops, the instructor is seen by
the participants as a positive reference
and a model inciting them to escape
from their reality, while the community
worker can seem like the voice of reason.
This situation is quite normal, but it can
present problems if a rivalry develops between the two facilitators to win the attention and admiration of the participants.
It is therefore indispensable that the community worker not consider the instructor as a rival but, thanks to the fascination
he holds over the group, as an ally who
can help him carry out his work.

The community worker must specifically
brief the instructor on the objectives of the
local organization and pass on to him any
relevant information concerning the situation of each participant, within the limits of
confidentiality (psycho-social information
or physical condition). This information
will help the instructor adapt the training
program’s pace and content to the needs
and abilities of the participants.
The instructor and the community worker
should also communicate their strengths
and weaknesses to each other. This honesty will encourage the development of
a good partnership between them and
help them make the most of their abilities in the interest of the participants.
• Work planning
With the psycho-social and physical details provided by the community worker,
the two members of the intervention tandem can jointly set specific objectives for
each participant before the workshops
begin. These objectives must be constantly
re-evaluated depending on the progress
made, the successes achieved and the
difficulties encountered.
Moreover, the instructor and the community worker are expected to rigorously
plan for the running of the workshops, to
carry out ongoing assessments of their
interaction and make whatever adjustments are necessary. This planning, which
must be transparent for the participants,
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3. Avoid rivalry between
the community worker
and the instructor

4. The place of the community
worker in circus lessons
The place of the community worker in
circus lessons must also be particularly
well-defined. In this regard, he must
steer a course between two opposing
risks of loss of control: the community
worker–participant and the community
worker–spectator. These two traps can
undermine the balance necessary for
establishing a bond of trust with the participants and thereby jeopardize the
success of the intervention.
The community worker must both observe the participants and be involved in
the workshop, in a balanced way, so as to
be able to understand the participants
and what they are going through over
the course of the session. His participation in the activities is meant to show that
circus arts can be practised by everyone.
By achieving this balance, he develops
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an optimal relationship with the participants and becomes both responsible and
understanding, observer and actor, playful and serious.
• The community worker–participant
Circus arts exert such a power of fascination that they can lead the community
worker to participate too actively in the
workshops, to the point of wanting to
master a discipline himself. Even if his active commitment during the workshops
must be real, in such a way as to create
and consolidate a close bond with the
participants, the community worker must
be conscious of how much time he spends
personally learning and practising circus
disciplines. If he puts a lot of time and
energy into it, he risks neglecting his role
of observing and helping participants
progress, thus compromising his work.
Moreover, his image as a person responsible for supervising the group could be
weakened in the eyes of the participants,
who might then consider him as a participant in the program, with the same status as them. The consequence of this
shift would be to undermine his position
of relative authority, a position that ensures the legitimacy of his interventions
with the participants.

too much in the background from the
group and its activities, and making him
lose contact with the participants. By
adopting this behaviour, the community
worker risks having the group start keeping him at a distance and developing a
negative attitude toward him, even to
the point of distrust.
This situation could be disastrous since
the community worker’s main role is to
establish bonds of trust with the participants and to be able to help them in their
personal and social development. By
contenting himself with the position of
spectator, the community worker deprives
himself of the opportunity to draw participant attention to the life lessons that
can be learned from circus lessons.
It is therefore necessary for the community worker to take part, on occasion, in
the games and the physical training of
the workshops and even to share his impressions with the participants afterwards;
this can even be an excellent way to get
them to do the same.

The community worker should therefore
not lose sight of the fact that his active
participation in the workshops is intended
to improve his contact with the participants, but it should never make him forget the particular role that he plays within
the group.
• The community worker–spectator
The flip side of the community worker–
participant, the community worker–
spectator draws back from the group’s
circus learning activities during the workshops, often from a desire to understand
the progress of the participants and the
group dynamic. Even though observation
is one of the community worker’s key roles,
his work can be hampered by keeping
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PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR COMMUNITY WORKERS

SECTION 4
PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR COMMUNITY WORKERS
The preceding sections have described
the philosophy of social circus, its guiding principles and its strong points in an
educational context and as a model for
social intervention. The roles and profiles
of the different actors (partner organization,
community worker and circus instructor)
have also been outlined, as well as their
interactions. It now remains to show how
to organize and carry out a session of social
circus in practical terms. That is the
objective of this last section.
Experience drawn from the various collaborations that have taken place in the
Cirque du Monde program, both in Quebec
and in many countries around the world
(Chile, Brazil, Mexico, South Africa, Burkina
Faso, etc.), shows that the adoption of a
uniform model is neither useful nor feasible. Local realities are indeed multifarious
and social circus must adapt while preserving what makes it unique: use of circus arts, group workshops, facilitation
run by a binomial team (community
worker–instructor) and the guiding principles of social circus.
This practical guide is intended therefore
as a broad framework within which local
organizations and community workers can
develop their particular project.

A) SOCIAL CIRCUS
WORKSHOPS:
AN OVERVIEW
1. Portrait of the participants
Social circus projects target mainly –
but not only – children and adolescents
roughly between 10 and 20 years of age
living in deprived economic or social
conditions: disadvantaged environments,
youth living on the streets and so on. In
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general, groups consist of, on average,
20 participants.
In some cases, notably in countries with
interethnic conflicts (South Africa, Northern Ireland), mixing members of different
communities might be an end in itself, in
order to bring them together. In other
circumstances, projects reserved for more
homogeneous groups may be more appropriate. In South Africa, as part of its
regular activities, Zip Zap Circus has created a social circus program aimed precisely at children of all origins and from
all environments. In Australia, the workshops of Women’s Circus are aimed specifically at women, particularly those who
have survived sexual assault, and offer
them a haven of safety and conviviality.

2. Frequency and length
of workshops
Workshops last between two and three
hours each, with varying frequency – one
or more times a week. They are planned
into a session, which generally lasts from
two to 10 months and sometimes follows
the school year.

3. Content of the workshops
During each workshop, participants are
introduced to different circus techniques
(juggling, acrobatics, stilts, unicycle,
trampoline, etc.), as well as theatre and
clowning. In addition, some time periods
are reserved for greeting, warming up,
group games and the rituals of arrival
and departure.
The program of the workshops is adapted
to the makeup of the group of participants
and to the available resources. Moreover,
some organizations include supplementary
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learnings to the social circus workshops,
covering such subjects as the making of
circus equipment or costumes.

1. Recruiting participants

4. Workshop supervision
Workshops are led by a team of one or
more instructors and one or more community workers. The instructors are circus experts, while the community workers
are social intervention experts from the
local organization.

5. Performance
A session ends with a circus performance
put on by the participants. Some organizations prefer to use the term “presentation” rather than “performance,” in order
to reduce the risk of confusion between
social circus and circus in general. This
confusion can give rise to misunderstandings, frustrations or disappointments.

6. Continuity of the project
in the community
At the end of a social circus session, the
local organization can implement activities to prolong the experience for participants, particularly by having them use
their new skills to benefit the community
(performances with or for the community, creation of a cooperative or a troupe,
etc.). In some cases, it can also ensure
continuity by offering other social circus
sessions and other levels of workshops,
which the young participants can follow
over several years.

B) A STEP-BY-STEP
BREAKDOWN OF A
SOCIAL CIRCUS SESSION
Organizing and providing social circus
workshops involves many material, practical and educational aspects. They call
for a range of skills and their responsibili-
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ties must be shared between the members of the facilitators’ team.

Recruiting participants is a shared responsibility between the community worker
and the instructor. However, the community worker has a special role to play in
this, because he is part of the partner organization. This task must be carried out
with enthusiasm, but also with focus and
caution. The objective is not to recruit at
any cost, but to ensure that the participants correspond to the profile of those
the program is intended for. This is why
it is necessary that the community worker
have a solid grasp of social circus’s mission, and that he understand and share its
values.
• Whom to recruit
Even though the composition of the participant groups can vary with the partner
organization’s realities and mission, social circus social intervention programs
are first and foremost aimed at youths at
risk (with social, psychological and economic difficulties or in precarious living
conditions). The community worker must
therefore carry out his recruitment in
such a way as to prioritize this population, by targeting those environments
most likely to harbour at-risk youth.
Despite their differences, the youths recruited must have a marked common interest, indeed a passion, for circus arts.
This motivation is of prime importance
and constitutes an indispensable condition for participating in the workshops. It
should be stressed that enrolling in a circus workshop is always voluntary and
that no one should be forced in any way
to take part. This approach makes the
participants themselves responsible for
their commitment to the program.
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• Recruitment strategies
The community worker should make
every effort to conceive and use recruitment strategies suitable to the realities
of his working environment, and that respect the mission and objectives of social
circus. Depending on circumstances, he
can pitch the circus workshops as an alternative to boredom or isolation, as a
positive experience to be lived or as a
way of surpassing oneself, as an opportunity to meet new people or a means to
get some exercise. It is important to present the project in a way that incites enthusiasm, catches the attention of the
youth and shows them what the workshops can do for them.
In order to achieve that, the community
worker shall use eye-catching means,
suited to a young public and their realities. Flyers, notices, posters, emails or
even circus equipment used by the instructor or former participants for demonstrations can all be used.
He should nevertheless be careful not to
create any confusion in the minds of the
youths. Within the recruitment phase, the
ideology behind the workshops must be
clearly spelled out, as well as the fact
that the participants will have to respect
certain rules. By giving concrete information about the practical aspects of
the workshops, the community worker
can prevent misunderstandings ahead of
time and let the youths know exactly
what they are getting themselves into.
Recruitment can take three forms: oneoff, continual or indirect.
- A one-off operation consists of a single
information session, held before the start
of the session in a place where youths
usually hang out. During the meeting,
circus equipment and numbers can be
used to show the content of the workshops. Participants from previous sessions can also join the meeting and
provide testimonials.
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- A continual recruitment operation is
carried out through repeated contacts
that the community worker keeps up
throughout the year with the youths of
his community and that help him target
those who fit the chosen profile.
- Lastly, recruitment can be carried out
indirectly, through the intermediary of
the partner organization’s services and
community group networks. By informing the staff members of these organizations about the circus project and
making them aware of the opportunities it offers, the community worker
can establish some useful allies for recruitment. Moreover, he should not neglect word-of-mouth, whereby current
and former participants themselves promote the circus project. In some sites
where it has been going for a number of
years already, this is the sole method
of recruitment.

2. Planning the session
The period in which the community worker
and the instructor meet to plan the session is a particularly important stage
that allows them to get to know each
other and deal with the session’s content
as well as its many logistical aspects.
• Sharing visions and objectives,
determining the means
The planning stage gives the two facilitators the chance to learn about each other,
to share their visions and their objectives, and to begin building the indispensable cohesion that will unite them
during the session.
The community worker should explain
his organization’s mission and present
his intervention philosophy. He should
also provide a general portrait of the
group of participants and describe the
profile of each participant. As for the instructor, he can share his experience in
social circus intervention.
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Together, the two facilitators define their
roles and choose a mode of communication
between them. They establish the general and specific objectives for the session that is about to begin, and analyze
the results, reports and assessments of
previous sessions. It is also a good time
to decide on educational tools to be
used in the different disciplines, depending on the available resources and specific needs of the participants. Lastly, the
community worker and the instructor
jointly draw up the outline of a code of
conduct, which the participants will be
asked to complete during the course of
the first workshop.

move in both directions and is not limited to a lecture from the facilitators. To
avoid the workshop being dominated by
talk, some points may be dealt with
through play, which helps give this first
meeting something of the dynamic of a
circus workshop.

• Logistical planning of the session
The two facilitators will also use this planning stage to deal with numerous logistical questions. The first thing is to find a
safe and accessible place for the participants and make a list of equipment and
financial resources available. Once an inventory of existing circus equipment is
made and its condition checked, the
facilitators can determine which purchases, loans or repairs need to be made.
Likewise, existing educational tools need
to be inventoried and any shortfalls remedied. In addition, it is important to
plan alternatives and have backup plans
in case of problems.

• Introducing the participants
The youths introduce themselves in turn
and briefly state their interest and expectations in the circus workshops.
The community worker can help them
express themselves.

Some activities can be organized in parallel
to the circus workshops: vaccinations, conferences, hosting a charity clothing booth
and so on. Lastly, it is essential for the facilitators to plan emergency procedures.

3. Giving the first workshop
of a session

• General presentation of workshops
content
The typical structure of the workshops,
with main subdivisions (greeting, warmup, games, workshops, discussion) is
presented without going into details. Facilitators also give an overview of the different disciplines suggested.

During the first workshop, the main tasks
of the community worker and the instructor are to lay down the ground rules
for the working of the session and introduce the different aspects to the group
of participants. It is nevertheless important to ensure that the communication

• Adopting the code of conduct
Alongside the guiding principles of social circus, the code of conduct is a collection of rules that the group of
participants and the facilitators establish
together to ensure the proper running
of the workshops. The code of conduct

• Introducing the facilitators and
describing their respective roles
It should be noted that unlike the community worker, the instructor is generally
unknown to the participants. A presentation of his origins, the path of his life and
his achievements helps the youth make
contact with him more easily.

• Introducing the social circus approach
and the goals of the session
The facilitators emphasize the guiding
principles of social circus (voluntary participation, adaptation of the activities to
the group, respect of the individual, excelling without competition, safety) and
outline the educational approach.
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should also contain sanctions in case
of infringements.
Code of conduct
Adopting the code of conduct is an
exercise in practical democracy that
can prove very instructive. Each group
of participants and facilitators sets up
its own code of conduct. However,
some aspects must necessarily be
covered. These include rules concerning the premises, equipment (tidying
up, cleaning, breakages, loans, use of
equipment) and schedules. The group
must also take a stand regarding the
consumption of drugs, cigarettes and
alcohol and adopt very clear safety
standards. Lastly, the code of conduct
should determine the norms of respectful communication.
Once these rules have been established,
the group should come to an agreement about what sanctions should be
applied in case of infringement. These
should never involve excluding or
making fun of a participant.

them, but should also be aware that
they will need to comply with certain requirements and respect a shared code
of conduct.
As for the facilitators, they should use
this first encounter to assess the motivations, needs and abilities of each participant. This assessment will allow them to
gear the activities and the educational
approach to the group.

4. A typical workshop
A workshop lasts an average of three
hours and can take place in the morning,
afternoon or evening, generally once or
twice a week. This duration is divided
into several periods that are each important in their own way and serve to structure time for the participants.

• Inviting youths to have their say
Participants are asked to suggest activities, express their expectations or
dissatisfactions and propose ideas for
improvement. The facilitators also encourage them to start thinking about the
personal and technical objectives that
they wish to achieve during the session.

• Planning of the workshop
Each workshop needs rigorous planning
to define the objectives to be achieved
and the means to be employed in the
most targeted way. It is also a chance to
make adjustments to cater to individual
and collective dynamics. To this end, it is
necessary to assess the motivation of each
participant and the state of relationships
between the group members at the beginning of each workshop. The number of
participants can also have an impact on
the types of activities offered.

The attitude adopted by the facilitators
toward the participants during the first
meeting will have considerable repercussions on subsequent workshops. Right
from the start, the youths should feel
that they are in an environment structured
by listening and respect, where collective
unity is important. This initial encounter
should ignite the participants’ enthusiasm
and motivate them to learn new things.
They should leave that first meeting
convinced that the workshops will be a
source of pleasure and achievement for

The two facilitators should re-evaluate
the relevance of their approach before
each workshop and, if necessary, reformulate objectives, teaching methods and
intervention strategies. The development
of the workshop, specifically in terms of
content and timetable, should be outlined and structured, and the tasks to be
undertaken should be clearly distributed
between the community worker and the
instructor. Lastly, on a more practical
note, the condition of the equipment
necessary for the workshop should be
checked.
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• Greeting
The greeting period is a moment for renewing contact with the group. Insofar
as it is possible, each youth should be
welcomed individually. One should take
a bit of time to show interest in each
participant, his life and experiences, and
be available for him. Even though workshop participation is voluntary, facilitators
should note the presence of each participant as a measure of his assiduity and
motivation, and where need be, identify
possible problems. If new participants arrive, they will be integrated into the
group during the greeting period. Lastly,
this period allows for checking on equipment loaned to the youths.
• Arrival ritual
A symbolic moment marking the beginning of the workshop, the arrival ritual
should, unlike the greeting period, be a
set ritual of whatever form that points to
the strength of the collective. For example, it can involve forming in a circle and
expressing themselves together (singing,
succession of sounds, movements, etc.).
Through such practices, movements and
the decor, the ritual takes on first and
foremost a symbolic dimension. It also
generates loyalty among the participants
and cultivates the sense of belonging to
a group sharing a common space.
• The workshop itself
The circus workshop itself begins with a
warm-up period, which is intended to
avoid injuries and adjust the physical
posture, but also to become self-aware
and increase the group’s motivation. It is
performed together and consists in a series of movements and exercises.
The duration of the workshop is then
subdivided into several periods of organized or free games and activities, which
can vary depending on the groups and
the circumstances. The games period can
take many forms. The objective is to have
the participants get to know each other,
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listen to each other and build up trust.
Partnerships are born, affinities emerge
and the right chemistry is found.
During organized activities, participants
are taught several circus disciplines: juggling, pyramids, stilts, acting, tightwire,
unicycle, acrobatics and so on. They can
then choose one or more of these circus
disciplines and practise them in more
depth during the free activity period.
Lastly, there should be a break in the
middle of the workshop, so as to encourage the participants to get together
and develop the sense of belonging to
the group.
• Discussion
The discussion period allows the group
to look back over the workshop and its
various moments. All forms of discussion are possible, whether to suggest
improvements, point out difficulties encountered, relive good moments, ask for
explanations, clarify situations of conflict,
share impressions and so on. In order to
avoid monotony and make this period
more stimulating and less redundant, it is
a good idea to change the way it works
once in a while, such as by organizing
subgroups or using games and so on.
Facilitators should make use of this period
to point out progress made, reinforce
participant enthusiasm, praise responsible actions, encourage the youths to
express themselves and guide them in
making constructive criticisms. They should
also ensure that each participant takes
an active part in putting away and repairing the equipment.
• Departure ritual
The end of the workshop is marked by a
period of ritualized togetherness that can
take the same form as the arrival ritual.
• Review of the workshop
After the participants have left, the community worker and the instructor discuss
between them how the workshop went.
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5. Conditions for the success
of a workshop
In leading each circus workshop, the community worker and the instructor make
every effort to ensure both balance and
dynamism within the group of participants. By their general attitude, their actions and their decisions during the
workshop, they seek to arouse and maintain the young people’s interest and motivation, encouraging them to participate
and helping them along their paths. Leading a circus workshop requires a level of
intuition for adapting to certain situations, but it also requires structure.
• General attitude of the facilitators
Creativity, dynamism and spontaneity as
well as the facilitators’ ability to listen are
what help motivate the youths. These
qualities also help foster a positive and
stimulating atmosphere within the group.
Moreover, the community worker and the
instructor should ensure that their actions,
attitudes and decisions are consistent.
• Encourage participation
Active and positive participation of the
youths in the various workshop activities
is essential. Facilitators should encourage this participation without rudeness,
respecting each person’s learning pace,
interests, strengths, difficulties and path,
while striving to encourage perseverance, regularity and assiduity. It is important to push young people to surpass
themselves, but never at the cost of enjoyment. A balance needs to be found
between technique, having fun, discipline
and freedom.
Facilitators can stimulate the interest
and participation of the youths by keeping up a steady pace during the workshop, while varying the activities and
teaching methods.
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• Assisting the participants
The role of the facilitators also consists in
guiding each of the participants and
helping them find their place in the workshop, in the group and in relation to their
own objectives. At first, clear instructions
and explanations must be given about
the activities, and participants need to
be helped in drawing up realistic goals. It
is equally important to pay attention to
the difficulties encountered by the youths,
so as to recognize warning signs of a
possible weakening of motivation, such
as passivity or asking what point there is
in participating in the workshops.

6. The end-of-session
performance
A session normally ends with the presentation of a circus performance, whereby
participants share their new skills with
their community and their families and
friends, and show what they are capable
of learning and doing. This shared objective, toward which they gear their efforts
during the whole session, can often turn
out to be a decisive experience, which can
have a major impact on the course of their
lives. It constitutes a sort of rite of passage marking the end of a learning period
and recognition from the community.
Putting on a performance incites the
young participants to stretch their limits
and be responsible for their undertaking.
It also helps them overcome shyness and
fear of ridicule, as well as changing the
image they project and the image they
have of themselves. By emphasizing creation and teamwork rather than delinquency and lack of motivation, public
performances are remarkable catalysts
for bringing young people and their community together. Moreover, they offer
families and the community the chance
to express their appreciation and gratitude to the youths for the efforts they
have put into preparing and putting on
the performance.
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• Preparation of the performance
Preparation of the performance is a progressive process spread over the entire
duration of the session and involves
constant efforts and numerous discussions. Obviously, it is not exempt from
difficulties. Conflicts between the youths,
participants who back out, irregular attendance and disrespect of the schedule
are all factors of tension or discouragement that can undermine the preparation of the performance. The intervention
team should be attentive and sensitive to
the fact that the performance can be a
source of stress for the youths. They
should therefore try to control this aspect as best as possible and see how to
handle it with the participants. In addition, problems can also arise from participants overestimating their abilities.

should also undertake certain tasks in collaboration with the partner organization:

These hazards can be avoided with the
vigilance of the two facilitators, who
must not only handle the material and
practical aspect of the performance, but
also assist the participants in their progress. In this respect, several points need
special attention:

After the performance, some time should
be set aside, generally the equivalent of
a workshop, to go back over the experience and talk about what has been
learned and the emotions experienced.
This period of exchange and discussion
should also provide a chance to talk
about the future: how can the participants integrate the life lessons drawn
from their training into their daily lives?
This debriefing exercise helps prepare
for what comes next and helps ensure
continuity both for the participants and
for the project.

- The youths must be prepared for the
performance physically, mentally
and emotionally.
- The content and concept of the show
should be worked out with the participants in a genuine concerted effort,
and adapted to the group’s progress
during the session.
- Responsibility for supplementary tasks
connected to the show (costumes, sets,
music, technicians, makeup) should be
given to members of the group or to an
outside team who should be encouraged and supported.
- Each participant’s level of readiness
should be regularly checked and the
objectives redrawn where appropriate.
From a material and practical point of view,
the community worker and the instructor
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- Choosing and reserving a venue for
the performance;
- Analyzing the characteristics of the
place and assessing the available
material resources;
- Designing and distributing promotional
material indicating the place, date and
time of the performance;
- Encouraging the youths to contribute
to the promotion of the performance;
- Inviting local partners to the performance;
- Preparing the venue and installing
the equipment;
- Welcoming the guests.

7. Continuity of the circus
project in the community
Once the session is over and the instructor’s contract has ended, the partner organization and the community worker
are the only remaining points of anchorage for the youths, and it falls to them to
continue the work begun in the workshops. Even if the type of social intervention goes back to the standard form, the
gains from the workshops will not disappear and they can continue to serve as
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ways of bringing young people together
and building their self-esteem.
Various activities can thus be set up by
the community worker to encourage the
development of young people’s citizenship
and the community’s concern for them. It
can consist in leading workshops during
neighbourhood festivities and putting
on shows in retirement homes or for the
partner organization’s fundraising dinners.
By organizing these types of activities,
the partner organization can ensure that
the circus project is not limited to a given
time period, but that it is prolonged well
beyond the duration of the session. The
circus lessons and life lessons learned
by the participants help them not only to
strengthen their self-confidence, but also
to take their place within their community.
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CONCLUSION
For youth at risk, just as for other groups coping with difficulties, social circus exemplifies an incredible tool for personal and social development. It is a way of assisting each
participant in his personal path, while respecting his personality, needs and abilities, and
integrating him in a group project.
Through this innovative approach, the role of the community workers in charge of
the workshops is crucial, for they are the ones who establish and develop the connection between learning circus disciplines and situations of everyday life, turning circus
lessons into life lessons. They thus inspire or restore the individual participant’s selfconfidence and trust in others.
The theoretical and practical advice given in this guide should help improve the facilitation practices, refine knowledge of social circus modes of action and help avoid pitfalls.
They should facilitate the training of new partners, community workers and instructors.
The enthusiasm displayed by participants for the social circus approach shows that this
type of intervention, which offers them the possibility of creatively expressing their personality and their marginality, fully satisfies their aspirations. Developing social circus
projects means replacing discouragement with hope and participating in the betterment of the whole of society.
The worldwide passion for social circus is surely not a passing fad; in fact, it has become
something of a movement. The interest surrounding the development of this approach
and the diverse prospects on the horizon for its continued expansion and development
give grounds to believe that this approach has not yet peaked, and may yet spread into
broader fields of social intervention, education, justice and mental health.
It is not every day that we see phenomena taking off on this scale. To keep pace with
this growth and ensure the development of quality standards, it is important to invest in
training social circus instructors and community workers.
Working practices are coming into question in several traditional environments, and innovative approaches that might bring significant answers and strategies suited to current and future conditions are urgently sought. Furthermore, in addition to having an
impact on individuals, these approaches must also rally the community and have a lasting impact. Social circus has the potential to do all this.
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APPENDICES

GLOSSARY
Social circus is an emerging field whose ideas are not yet all standardized. In this guide,
we have used certain terms whose meanings we define below.
• Social circus
Educational and social intervention approach that uses circus arts to further the personal and social development of individuals at risk.
• Community worker
Social intervention expert who generally comes from the local organization or community
that houses the project and whose main role is to work with the community participants,
whom he assists in their development during social circus workshops by turning circus
lessons into life lessons.
• Social circus instructor (or instructor)
Circus artist whose main role is to teach various circus disciplines to social circus workshop participants.
• Tandem
Within the social circus context, tandem refers to the pair formed by the social circus instructor and the community worker, who work together in complementarity and harmony.
• Partner organization (or local organization)
Community organization in charge of preparing and carrying out the social circus project
in its community.
• Young person at risk
Definition designating a young person under 25, lacking one or more security factors
that normally allow people to assume their basic responsibilities and enjoy their basic
rights. Young people at risk live in insecurity and suffer from socio-economic consequences such as poverty, difficulty in developing a social and family life, revolt against
society or problems of physical or mental health. Some young people also suffer from
drug or alcohol addictions.
• Participant
Person attending social circus workshops. When the word “participant” is used in this
guide, it is understood that it includes, among others, the group of at-risk youth.
• Social circus session
Series of social circus workshops carried out with the same group of participants and
normally culminating in a public performance.
• Social circus workshop
A social circus lesson, lasting two or three hours on average.
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• Code of conduct
Set of rules of conduct jointly settled upon by the facilitators and the group of participants at the beginning of each social circus session.
• Cirque du Monde
Social circus program founded in 1995 by Cirque du Soleil and the organization Jeunesse
du Monde that sets up partnerships with local organizations in order to offer social
circus workshops.
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The mission of Fondation Cirque du Soleil™ is to promote the circus
arts as a development tool to help disadvantaged groups, especially
at-risk youth, increase their creative potential, social skills and
physical capacity. The foundation also ensures that all revenues
from the distribution of Cirque du Soleil™ educational material will
be reinvested in the company’s social and cultural programs.
Created by Cirque du Soleil and Jeunesse du Monde, the Cirque du
Monde™ program implements the social circus approach, which is
a mode of intervention that uses circus arts as an educational
alternative to help at-risk youth. In order to stimulate and support
social circus development, Cirque du Soleil has created a training
program aimed at circus instructors and community workers who
use this approach.
This guide is part of a series of educational tools to enable the
numerous organizations interested in social circus to benefit
from the expertise developed by Cirque du Soleil and its partners
since 1995.
This document is a summary of the social circus approach, as well
as a practical guide, and will help community workers with the
fundamentals and guiding principles of this mode of intervention,
as well as support them in organizing, planning and evaluating
social circus workshops.
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